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51-26 

貉音鶴。《衍義》 

He, read he. FE Yan yi. 

Raccoon dog. 

Nyctereutes procyonoides Gray 

 

【校正】原係猯下，今分出。 

Correction of Errors. Originally recorded under tuan 繫, sand badger. Now listed in a separate 

entry. 

 

【釋名】【時珍曰】按字説云：貉與獾同穴各處，故字從各。説文作貈，亦作狢。爾

雅：貈子曰貊，音陌。其雌曰[豸歰]，音惱。原本以貊作貆者，訛矣。 

Explanation of Names. [Li] Shizhen: According to the Zi shuo, “raccoon dogs, he 貉, and 

sand badgers share one cave but live there separately, ge 各. Hence the character [he 貉] 

originates from [the character] ge 各”. The Shuo wen writes he 貈, and it also writes he 狢. Er 

ya: “The offspring of he 貈 are called mo 貊, read mo 陌. Their females are called nao [豸歰], 

read nao 惱.” The original version had huan 貆 instead of mo 貊. That was an error.  

´ 

【集解】【宗奭曰】貉形如小狐，毛黄褐色。【時珍曰】貉生山野間。狀如貍，頭鋭

鼻尖，斑色。其毛深厚温滑，可爲裘服。與獾同穴而異處，日伏夜出，捕食蟲物，出

則獾隨之。其性好睡，人或蓄之，以竹叩醒，已而復寐，故人好睡者謂之貉睡。俗作

渴睡，謬矣。俚人又言其非好睡，乃耳聾也，故見人乃知趨走。考工記云：貉逾汶則

死，土氣使然也。王浚川言北曰狐，南曰貉，星禽書言氐土貉是千歲獨狐化成者，並

非也。 

Collected Explanations. [Kou] Zongshi: The physical appearance of raccoon dogs is similar to 

that of small foxes. Their fur is of yellow-brown color. [Li] Shizhen: Raccoon dogs live in the 

wilderness of mountains. Their shape is reminiscent of leopard cats. They have a pointed head 

and a sharp nose, and their color is striped. Their fur is deep, thick, warm and soft; and can be 

made into garments. They live in one cave together with badgers, but occupy different 

locations. During daytime they remain hidden; at night they come out. They prey on 

worms/bugs and [similar] creatures. When [a raccoon dog] leaves [its cave], the badger will 



follow it. By nature they love to sleep. Some people raise them. When they knock them with a 

bamboo stick, they wake up, and [when the knocking] has ended, they fall asleep again. This 

is why persons who love to sleep are said to have a “raccoon dog’s sleep, ” he shui 貉睡. This 

is commonly written as ke shui 渴睡, “yearning for sleep.” But that is wrong. Common 

people also say that “it is not so that [raccoon dogs] love to sleep, they are deaf. Hence, when 

they see a human, they quickly run away.” The Kao gong ji states: “When raccoon dogs cross 

the Wen [river], they will die. This is because of the [different] qi of the soil.” Wang Junchuan 

says: “In the North they are called ‘foxes’. In the South they are called ‘raccoon dogs’.” The 

Xing qin shu states: “Raccoon dogs of the Di land are the results of a transformation of 1000 

year old lonely foxes.” They are all wrong. 

 

51-26-01 

Rou 肉 

Meat [of raccoon dogs] 

 

【氣味】甘，温，無毒。 

Qi and Flavor. Sweet, warm, nonpoisonous. 

 

【主治】元臟虚勞及女子虚憊。蘇頌。 

Control. Depletion exhaustion of the original long-term depot (i. e., kidneys), and depletion 

and fatigue of women. 

 
 

 

43-05 

鯪鯉别録下品 

Ling li, FE Bie lu, lower rank. 

Pangolin. 

Manis pentadactyla L. 

 

【釋名】龍鯉郭璞、穿山甲圖經、石鯪魚。【時珍曰】其形肖鯉，穴陵而居，故曰鯪

鯉，而俗稱爲穿山甲，郭璞賦謂之龍鯉。臨海記云：尾刺如三角菱。故謂石鯪。 

Explanation of Names. Long li 龍鯉, “dragon carp,” Guo Pu. Chuan shan jia 穿山甲, “an 

armor piercing through mountains,” Tu jing. Shi ling yu 石鯪魚, „stone dace.” [Li] Shizhen: 

Their physical appearance resembles that of carps, li 鯉, and they live in the caves of hills, 

ling陵. Hence they are called ling li 鯪鯉. A common name is chuan shan jia 穿山甲. In his 



prose poem, Guo Pu names them long li 龍鯉. The Lin hai ji states: “Their tail looks like a 

triangular water caltrop. Hence they are called shi ling 石鯪.” 

 

【集解】【頌曰】鯪鯉即今穿山甲也。生湖、廣、嶺南，及金、商、均、房諸州，深

山大谷中皆有之。【弘景曰】形似鼉而短小，又似鯉而有四足，黑色，能陸能水。日

中出岸，張開鱗甲如死狀，誘蟻入甲，即閉而入水，開甲蟻皆浮出，因接而食之。

【時珍曰】鯪鯉狀如鼉而小，背如鯉而闊，首如鼠而無牙，腹無鱗而有毛，長舌尖

喙，尾與身等。尾鱗尖厚，有三角，腹内臟腑俱全，而胃獨大，常吐舌誘蟻食之。曾

剖其胃，約蟻升許也。 

Collected Explanations. [Su] Song: The ling li 鯪鯉 are today’s chuan shan jia 穿山甲. They 

live in Hu, Guang, Ling nan, and in all the zhou of Jin, Shang, Jun and Fang. They are 

everywhere in the big valleys deep in the mountains. [Tao] Hongjing: Their physical 

appearance resembles that of alligators, but they are shorter and smaller. Also, they are similar 

to carps, but have four feet, and they are black. They can be on the land and in the water. At 

midday, they leave [the water] for the shores, and they lie there with their scales spread open 

as if they were dead. When ants enter the scales, [the pangolins] close them and enter the 

water again. There they open the scales and all the ants come out and float [on the water 

where the pangolins] catch and eat them. [Li] Shizhen: Pangolins look like alligators, but are 

smaller. Their back resembles that of carps, but is wider. Their head resembles that of 

rats/mice, but they have no teeth. On their abdomen they have no scales, but fur. They have a 

long tongue and a pointed beak; their tail is as long as their body. The scales on their tail are 

pointed, thick and triangular. They have a complete set of long-term depots and short-term 

repositories in their abdomen, with theit stomach being especially large. They all the time 

stick out their tonge to catch ants for their food. Once someone dissected their stomach and 

found more than one sheng of ants. 

 

43-05-01 

Jia 甲 

[Pangolin] scales. 

 

【修治】【時珍曰】方用或炮、或燒，或酥炙、醋炙、童便炙，或油煎、土炒、蛤粉

炒，當各隨本方，未有生用者。仍以尾甲乃力勝。 

Pharmaceutical Preparation. [Li] Shizhen: When recipes [recommend their] use, they are to be 

roasted in a pan, burned [to ashes], roasted with vinegar, roasted with boys’ urine, fried in oil, 

fried with soil, or fried with clam shell powder –and one must always follow the specific 

recipe. They have never been used raw; the strength of the scales of the tail is superior to the 

others. 

 

【氣味】鹹，微寒，有毒。 



Qi and Flavor. Salty, slightly cold, poisonous. 

 

【主治】五邪，驚啼悲傷，燒灰，酒服方寸匕。别録。小兒驚邪，婦人鬼魅悲泣，及

疥癬痔漏。大明。療蟻瘻瘡癩，及諸疰疾。弘景。燒灰傅惡瘡。又治山嵐瘴瘧。甄

權。除痰瘧寒熱，風痺强直疼痛，通經脉，下乳汁，消癰腫，排膿血，通竅殺蟲。時

珍。除痰瘧寒熱，風痺强直疼痛，通經脉，下乳汁，消癰腫，排膿血，通竅殺蟲。時

珍。 

Control. For the five evils and weeping because of fright, and sorrow, burn them to ashes and 

[have the patient] ingest with wine the amount held by a square cun spoon. Bie lu. Fright evil1 

of children. Demons and goblins making women weep with grief, and jie-illness,2 xuan-

illness3 and piles with leakage. Da Ming. They heal ant fistulas, 4 sores in general and 

repudiation-illness5 in particular, as well as all kinds of attachment-illness. [Tao] Hongjing. 

They are burned to ashes and applied to malign sores. Also, they serve to cure miasmatic 

malaria caused by mountain haze. Zhen Quan. They eliminate phlegm malaria with 

alternating sensations of cold and heat. Painful wind blockage with stiffness [of the affected 

region]. They open the passage through the conduits and vessels. They let down milk. They 

dissolve swelling associated with an obstruction-illness,6 and they drain pus and blood. They 

open the orifices and kill bugs. [Li] Shizhen. 

 

【發明】【弘景曰】此物食蟻，故治蟻瘻。【時珍曰】穿山甲入厥陰、陽明經。古方

鮮用，近世風瘧、瘡科、通經下乳，用爲要藥。蓋此物穴山而居，寓水而食，出陰入

陽，能竄經絡，達于病所故也。 

按劉伯温多能鄙事云：凡油籠滲漏，剥穿山甲裏面肉靨投入，自至漏處補住。又永州

記云：此物不可於隄岸上殺之，恐血入土，則隄岸滲漏。觀此二説，是山可使穿，隄

可使漏，而又能至滲處，其性之走竄可知矣。諺曰：穿山甲，王不留，婦人食了乳長

流。亦言其迅速也。李仲南言其性專行散，中病即止，不可過服。又按德生堂經驗方

云：凡風濕冷痺之證，因水濕所致，渾身上下，强直不能屈申，痛不可忍者。于五積

散加穿山甲七片，看病在左右手足，或臂脇疼痛處，即于鯪鯉身上取甲炮熟，同全蝎

炒十一個，葱、薑同水煎，入無灰酒一匙，熱服取汗，避風，甚良。 

                                                           
1 Jing xie 驚邪, “fright evil.” A condition caused be being frightened. BCGM Dict I, 268. 
2 Jie-illness 疥, vaguely identifiable skin ailment. BCGM Dict Vol. I, 249. 
3 Xuan-illness 癬, vaguely defined skin ailment. BCGM Dict I, 591. 
4 Yi lou 蟻瘻, “ant fistula,” with many small swellings that appear strung together mostly 

around one’s neck. In severe cases they cover the entire body. BCGM Dict I, 629. 
5 Lai 癩, “lai-illness,” “repudiation-illness,” including cases of leprosy/Aussatz.” BCGM Dict 

I, 293. 
6 Yong 癰, “obstruction-illness,”refers to an obstruction of vessels or other ducts inside the 

body. Qi rushing against the obstruction may cause a local swelling and eventually break 

through the surface to cause an abscess. BCGM Dict I, 641. 



Explication. [Tao] Hongjing: These items eat ants. Hence they serve to cure ant fistulas. [Li] 

Shizhen: Pangolins enter the ceasing yin and yang brilliance [conduits]. In ancient recipes 

they were rarely used, but nowadays they are an important medication in the disciplines of 

wind malaria and sores. to open the conduits and let down milk. The fact is, these items live in 

the caves of mountains and go into waters for food. They come out of a yin [environment] and 

enter a yang [environment]. As they are able to scurry through conduits and network 

[vessels], they reach the origin of diseases. According to Liu Bowen’s Duo neng bi shi, 

“whenever an oil container leaks, simply cut some meat from within a pangolin and toss it 

into [the container]. It will automatically move toward the location of the leak and fill it.” 

Also, the Yong zhou ji states: “This item must not be killed on an embankment. It is to be 

feared that the blood enters the soil and the embankment will leak.” Looking at these two 

reports, [pangolins] are able to pierce through mountains, and they may cause an embankment 

to leak, and they are also able to reach the location of a leak. Thus it is obvious that by their 

nature they run and scurry. A saying goes: “When a woman eats pangolins and cowherb, her 

milk will flow for a long time.” This, too, is a reference to their swift movements. Li 

Zhongnan says: By their nature they are especially good at moving and dispersing. Hence, 

when a disease was struck [by a pangolin medication, the treatment must] end. [Pangolin 

medications] must not be ingested excessively. Also, according to the De sheng tang jing yan 

fang, “for all pathological conditions of wind, moisture and cold blockage, with moisture 

reaching everywhere in the body, resulting in stiffness and an inability to bend and stretch, 

and an unbearable pain, add seven pangolin scales to the “powder for the five accumulations.” 

Depending on whether the disease is in [the patient’s] left or right hands or feet, and whether 

the painful location is in the arms or flanks, take scales from a pangolin’s [corresponding part 

of its] body. Roast them until done and boil them together with one complete scorpion, 

roasted, and with onions and ginger in water. To this add one spoon of ash-free wine and 

[have the patient] ingest this hot so that he will sweat. This will eliminate the wind. Very 

good.” 

 

【附方】舊五，新十八。 

Added Recipes. Five of old. 18 newly [recorded]. 

 

中風癱痪，手足不舉。用穿山甲，左癱用右甲，右痪用左甲，炮熟、大川烏頭炮熟、

紅海蛤如棋子大者各二兩，爲末。每用半兩，擣葱白汁和成厚餅，徑寸半，隨左右貼

脚心，縛定。密室安坐，以脚浸熱湯盆中，待身麻汗出。急去藥。宜謹避風，自然手

足可舉。半月再行一次，除根。忌口，遠色，調養。亦治諸風疾。衛生寶鑑。 

Struck by wind and paralysis. When hands and feet cannot be raised. Two liang each of 

pangolin scales, scales from the right [side of a pangolin] if the paralysis is on the left, and 

scales from the left [side of a pangolin] if the paralysis is on the right, roasted until done, large 

[Sichuan] aconitum [main tuber], roasted until done, and red sea shells the size of a chess 

piece [are ground to a] powder. For each application use half a qian and pound it together 

with onion juice to make a viscous cake, one and a half cun in diameter. Depending on 

whether [the paralysis] is on the left or on the right, paste [the cake] onto the sole of [the 

patient’s left or right] leg, bandage this firmly, and [have the patient] quietly sit in a closed 



room. There he is to soak his leg [with the medication pasted to it]7 in a basin filled with hot 

water until his body is numb and he sweats. Now quickly remove the medication. This will 

completely eliminate all wind, and as a result [the patient] will be able to raise his hands and 

feet. After half a month this is to be carried out another time, and this will eliminate the root 

[of the disease. Patients] are to keep a strict diet, to avoid sex, and to balance what they eat. 

This is also suitable for treating all kinds of wind illness. Wei sheng bao jian. 

 

熱瘧不寒。穿山甲一兩，乾棗十個，同燒存性，爲末。每服二錢，發日五更井花水

服。楊氏家藏。 

Heat malaria without an alternating sensation of cold. Burn one liang of pangolin scales and 

ten dried dates together with their nature retained, and [grind the ashes to a] powder. Each 

time ingest two qian. To be ingested on the day of an outbreak at the fifth night-watch in the 

early morning with the first water drawn from a well this morning. Yang shi jia cang. 

 

下痢裏急。穿山甲、蛤粉等分，同炒研末。每服一錢，空心温酒下。普濟方。 

Discharge with free-flux illness8 and internal tension. Roast equal amounts of pangolin scales 

and clam shell powder and grind them to powder. Each time ingest one qian, to be sent down 

on an empty stomach with warm wine. Pu ji fang. 

 

腸痔氣痔，出膿血。用穿山甲燒存性一兩，肉豆蔻三枚，爲末。每米飲服二錢。甚者

加蝟皮灰一兩，中病即止。衍義。 

Intestinal piles, qi piles, with an emission of pus and blood. One liang of pangolin scales, 

burned with their nature retained, and three nutmegs [are ground to a] powder. Each time 

ingest with a rice beverage two qian. In severe cases, add one liang of hedgehog skin. End 

[the treatment] as soon as the disease was struck. Yan yi. 

 

鼠痔成瘡腫痛。用穿山甲尾尖處一兩，炙存性，鼈甲酥炙 43一兩，麝香半錢，爲末。

每服一錢，真茶湯服，取效。直指方。 

Mouse piles generating sores with painful swelling. One liang of the scales at the end of the 

tail of a pangolin, roasted by retaining its nature, one liang of a tortoise shell, fried with 

butter, and half a qian of musk [are ground to a] powder. Each time ingest one qian. To be 

ingested with a genuine tea decoction until a cure is achieved. Zhi zhi fang. 

 

                                                           
7 Wei sheng bao jian, ch. 8, section feng zhong fu zhu fang 風中腑諸方, “All recipes for 

short-term repositories struck by wind,” lists a chen feng gao 趁風膏, “an ointment to pursue 

wind,” and writes tie yao jiao 貼藥脚, “the leg with the medication pasted to it.” 
8 Li 痢, “free-flux illness,” a diarrhea-type ailment. BCGM Dict I, 311. 



蟻瘻不愈。鯪鯉甲二七枚燒灰，猪脂調傅。千金方。 

Ant fistulas9 that have not been cured. Burn two times seven pangolin scales to ashes, mix 

them with lard and apply this [to the affected region]. Qian jin fang. 

 

婦人陰㿗，硬如卵狀。隨病之左右，取穿山甲之左右邊五錢，以沙炒焦黄，爲末。每

服二錢，酒下。摘玄方。 

Yin [(i.el, genital) region] prominence-illness of women, as hard as an egg. Depending on 

whether the disease is on the left or on the right side, take five qian of pangolin scales from 

the left or right side, fry them with sand until they are scorched to yellow, and [grind them to 

a] powder. Each time [have the woman] ingest two qian, to be sent down with wine. Zhai 

xuan fang. 

 

乳汁不通。涌泉散：用穿山甲炮研末，酒服方寸匕，日二服。外以油梳梳乳，即通。

單驤方。 

Blocked lactation. The “powder that makes a fountain gush.” Fry pangolin scales and grind 

them to powder. [Have the woman] ingest with wine the amount held by a square cun spoon. 

To be ingested twice a day. Externally comb the breasts with a greasy comb . This will open 

the passage [of milk]. Dan Ran fang. 

 

乳嵓乳癰。方同上。 

Breast tumor, breast obstruction-illness.10 Identical recipe as above. 

 

吹奶疼痛。穿山甲炙焦、木通各一兩，自然銅生用半兩，爲末。每服二錢，酒下取

效。圖經。 

Painful inflated breast. 11 [Grind] one liang each of pangolin scales, roasted, and akebia 

[herb], and half a liang of raw natural copper to powder and each time [have the woman] 

ingest two qian, to be sent down with wine until a cure is achieved. Tu jing. 

 

                                                           
9 Yi lou 蟻瘻, “ant fistula,” with many small swellings that appear strung together mostly 

around one’s neck. In severe cases they cover the entire body. BCGM Dict I, 629. 
10 Yong 癰, “obstruction-illness,”refers to an obstruction of vessels or other ducts inside the 

body. Qi rushing against the obstruction may cause a local swelling and eventually break 

through the surface to cause an abscess. BCGM Dict I, 641. 
11 Chui nai 吹奶, “inflated breast.” Identical with chui ru 吹乳, “inflated breast.” A condition 

with milk blocked after delivery and the breasts turning red and swelling. BCGM Dict I, 101. 



痘瘡變黑。穿山甲蛤粉炒，爲末。每服五分，入麝香少許，温酒服。即發紅色，如

神。直指方。 

Smallpox sores that have turned black. Fry pangolin scales and clam shell powder [and grind 

them together to a] powder. Each time [have the patient] ingest five fen, with a small amount 

of musk added. To be ingested with warm wine. This will let them turn red again. As if by 

gods/spirits. Zhi zhi fang. 

 

腫毒初起。穿山甲插入穀芒熱灰中炮焦，爲末二兩，入麝香少許。每服二錢半，温酒

下。仁齋直指方。 

A swelling with poison that is just beginning to rise. Give pangolin scales into the hot ashes of 

rice husk and let them fry there until they are scorched. Then [grind them to a] powder, to 

obtain two liang. Add a small amout of musk, and each time ingest one qian and a half, to be 

sent down with warm wine. Ren zhai zhi zhi fang. 

 

馬疔腫毒。穿山甲燒存性、貝母等分，爲末。酒調服，三四次。乃用下藥，利去惡物

即愈。鮑氏方。 

Swelling and poison associated with a horse pin-illness. [Grind] equal amounts of pangolin 

scales, burned with their nature retained, and fritillaria [root] to powder, and ingest this, 

mixed with wine, three or four times. Then use a drug stimulating a [defecation] discharge. 

Once a free flow has removed the malign items, a cure is achieved. Bao shi fang. 

 

便毒便癰。穿山甲半兩，猪苓二錢，並以醋炙，研末，酒服二錢。外穿山甲末和麻

油、輕粉塗之。或只以土 43塗之。直指。 

Poison in the region of [urination/defecation] relief. Roast half a liang of pangolin scales and 

two qian of polyporus sclerotium with vinegar, and grind this to powder. Ingest two qian with 

wine. Externally, mix pangolin scale powder with sesame oil and calomel and apply this [to 

the affected region]. Or simply apply soil to it. Zhi zhi. 

 

瘰癧潰壞。集驗方用鯪鯉甲二十一片燒研，傅之。壽域方用穿山甲土炒、斑蝥、熟艾

等分，爲末，傅之。外以烏桕葉貼上，炙四壯，效。 

Scrofula pervasion-illness 12 with a festering decay. The Ji yan fang [recommends to] burn 21 

pangolin scales and grind [the ashes to powder] to be applied [to the affected region]. The 

Shou yu fang [recommends to grind] equal amounts of pangolin scales, fried in soil, blister 

beetle and prepared common mugwort leaves to powder and apply this [to the affected 

                                                           
12 Luo li 瘰癧, “scrofula pervasion-illness,” when two or more connected swellings of the size 

of plum or date kernels appear either on the neck or in the armpits, or somewhere else on the 

body. BCGM Dict I. 329. 



region]. Externally attach the leaves of Chinese tallow trees to it, and apply four moxa 

cauterizations. Effective.  

 

眉鍊癬瘡。生眉中者，穿山甲前膊鱗 43，炙焦爲末，清油和輕粉調傅。直指方。 

Eyebrows tempered with xuan-illness13 sores, growing between the eyebrows. Roast scales 

from the fore leg of a pangolin until they are scorched and [grind them to a] powder. Mix this 

with clear oil and calomel and apply this [to the affected region]. Zhi zhi fang. 

 

蟻入耳内。鯪鯉甲燒研，水調，灌入即出。肘後。 

An ant has entered the interior of an ear. Burn pangolin scales and grind [the ashes to 

powder]. Mix this with water and pour it into [the affected ear. The ant] will come out. Zhou 

hou. 

 

聤耳出膿。穿山甲燒存性，入麝香少許，吹之。三日水乾即愈。鮑氏小兒方。 

Shedding ear emitting pus. Burn pangolin scales with their nature retained, add a small 

amount of musk, and blow this [into the affected ear]. After three days the water [in the ear] 

will have dried, and this is the cure. Bao shi xiao er fang. 

 

耳内疼痛。穿山甲二個，夾土狗二個，同炒焦黄，爲末。每吹一字入耳内。亦治耳

聾。普濟方。 

Pain in the ears. Burn two pangolin scales and two mole crickets until they are scorched and 

have turned yellow, and then [grind them to a] powder. Each time blow one zi into the 

[affected] ear. This may also serve to cure deafness. Pu ji fang. 

 

耳鳴耳聾。卒聾，及腎虚耳内如風水、鍾鼓聲。用穿山甲一大片，以蛤粉炒赤 43，蝎

稍七個，麝香少許，爲末，以麻油化蠟，和作梃子，綿裹塞之。攝生 43方。 

Deafness associated with sounds in the ears. Sudden deafness that is a result of a kidney 

depletion, with sounds in the ears as if there were wind, water or bells and drums. [Grind] one 

large pangolin scale, clam shell powder, fried until it has turned red, seven ends of scorpion 

tails and a small amount of musk to powder, mix this with sesame oil and melted beeswax and 

form a stick to be inserted, wrapped in silk floss, into the [affected ear]. She sheng fang. 

 

                                                           
13 Mei lian xuan 眉鍊癬, “eyebrow tempered with xuan-illness,” identical with mei chuang 眉

瘡, “eyebrow sores.” Conditions which develop on the eyebrows of children. They fester with 

seeping liquid, itch and peel, and cannot be cured over an extended period of time. BCGM 

Dict. I, 336, 337. 



火眼赤痛。穿山甲一片爲末，鋪白紙上，捲作繩，燒烟熏之。壽域方。 

Painful red fire eyes.14 [Grind] one pangolin scale to powder, apply this to a white piece of 

paper, form a paper sill, burn this and use the fumes to fumigate the [affected eyes]. Shou yu 

fang. 

 

倒睫拳毛。穿山甲，竹刀刮去肉，將羊腎脂抹甲上，炙黄，如此七次，爲末。隨左右

眼，用一字㗜鼻内，口中噙水。日用三次，二月取效。儒門事親。 

Inverted eyelashes with hair pressing [into the eyes]. Scrape with a bamboo knife the meat 

from a pangolin scale, apply some sheep kidney fat to the scale, and roast it until it has turned 

yellow. Do this seven times, and then [grind it to a] powder. Depending on whether a left or a 

right eye is affected, blow one zi into the [patient’s left or right] nostril. In his mouth he is to 

hold water. If this is continued three times a day for two months, an effect is achieved. Ru 

men shi qin. 

 

43-05-02 

Rou 肉 

[Pangolin] meat. 

 

【氣味】甘，濇，温，有毒。【時珍曰】按張杲醫説云：鯪鯉肉最動風。風疾人纔食

數臠，其疾一發，四肢頓廢。時珍竊謂此物性竄而行血，風人多血虚故也。然其氣味

俱惡，亦不中用。 

 

Qi and Flavor. Sweet, astringent, warm, poisonous. [Li] Shizhen: According to Zhang Gao’s 

Yi shuo, “pangolin meat extremely excites [internal] wind. If someone suffering from a wind 

illness were to eat only a few slices, his illness would break forth immediately and his four 

limbs would be dysfunctional.” I myself, [Li] Shizhen, say that this item by its nature scurries 

and is able to stimulate the movement of blood. When people have a wind [disease], this is 

often the result of a blood depletion. Still, both the qi and the flavor [of pangolin] meat are 

malign, and must not be used [for therapeutic ends]. 

 

 

                                                           
14 Huo yan 火眼, “fire eyes,” a condition of seasonally prevalent eye diseases characterized by 

red and hot eyeballs that are swollen and painful. BCGM Dict I, 234. 


